
Where does the pain go, when it goes away?
Alka Dass



Dass’s work looks at personal reflection of her own history, no matter the subject. She aims to translate her own desires or anxi-
eties as a South African Indian and the cultural ideals and properties attached to it.

Her work is a visual-psychological interpretation of women of colour. 

Viewing her own experiences whilst understanding that race and gender effect the artistic process, the rethinking of the culture 
and psychological spaces that are traditionally assigned to women of colour is a part of her visual investigation. 

She draws inspiration from Hindu mythology and ritual alongside reconfigured experiences from her childhood into an imagi-
native realm. 

Adopting found objects which are commonly found in an Indian home and are attached to the female identity, is a medium she 
commonly uses, transforming these into a personal visual language. 

Where does the pain go, 
when it goes away?



Nanie’s Patience
Mixed media | 178 x 43 x 24 cm
R30 670





Her name means girl with long hair
Mixed media | 48 x 20 x 12cm
R3840





Searching, waiting, listening, quietly
Mixed media | 9 x 23 x 15 cm
R3840



Are you casting spells
Mixed media | 32 x 24 x 17.5 cm
R 3840





Waiting is also a place, it is wherever you wait
Mixed media | 276 x 172.5 cm 
R30 670





Felt on a cellular level
Mixed media | 149cm x 149cm x 9 cm
R11 310





The maker of bread
Mixed media | 21,5 x 100 x 18 cm
R11 310



Two ears, one heart
Mixed media | 11.5 x 74.5 x 31 cm
R8630



I am going to hang on this
Mixed media | 11 x 37 x 15 cm
R3450





I want to let my hair down and lay you in it
Mixed media (little frames) | 18 x 12 x 4 cm
R1 920-00 each | (R 9500-00 for set)























I’m itching to be heartbroken or inspired
Watercolor on paper, unframed | 99.5cm x 70 cm
R4800



The universe and I are the same
Watercolor on paper, unframed | 75.5 cm x 55.5 cm
R2890



Naive by the moonshine
Watercolor on paper, unframed | 75 x 36cm
R2890





Fast car
Mixed media | 29 x 29 cm
R2880

Started from softness I
Mixed media | 35 x 33.5 cm
R5750



The full moon brings out the wilderness in everybody
Mixed media | 35 x 35 cm
R3840

How does it all end
Mixed media | 37.5 x 37.5 cm 
R 6710



Started from softness II
Mixed media | 35 x 33.5 cm
R5750

Blue
Mixed media | 58.5 x 36.5 cm
R9590



Mantra (diya)
Mixed media | 23 x 32 cm
R2880

I’m not exotic, I’m exhausted
Mixed media | 51.5 x 37 cm
R 9590



Its the magic of risking everything for a dream nobody sees but you
Mixed media | 37.5 x 37.5 cm
R6710

Drawing all breaths together
Mixed media | 42 x 42 cm 
R7670



Bura Kutiya
Mixed media | 37.5 x 37.5 cm 
R6710

Copper skinned, like forgotten pennies
Mixed media | 37 x 55 cm
R9590



In full bloom
Mixed media | 54.5 x 39.5 cm
R9590

This is about something that happened along time ago but still affects me
Mixed media | 33.5 x 33.5 cm
R6710



Connected
Mixed media |
R15 400
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